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Tieline Unveils Gateway Multichannel IP Codec at IBC
Perth, Western Australia, September 11th, 2019
At IBC2019, leading audio codec manufacturer Tieline will unveil the new Gateway IP audio
codec, which is a compact and powerful multichannel IP audio transport solution for radio
broadcasters. The Gateway streams up to 16 IP audio channels with support for AES67,
AES3 and analog I/O as standard.
Featuring Tieline’s revolutionary
SmartStream PLUS redundant
streaming and Fuse-IP data
aggregation technologies, the
Gateway heralds a new era in
multichannel IP codec streaming.
“The new Gateway codec delivers
up to 16 mono channels or 8 stereo
streams of IP audio in 1RU to
increase efficiency and reduce rack
space requirements,” said Charlie
Gawley, Tieline’s VP Sales
Figure 1: Tieline Gateway Codec
APAC/EMEA. “The Tieline Gateway
interfaces with legacy analog and AES/EBU sources, as well as newer broadcast plants with
AES67 IP audio infrastructure. An optional WheatNet-IP interface will also be also available.”
Tieline Gateway is perfect for STL, SSL and audio distribution applications, as well as
managing multiple incoming remotes at the studio. Its feature-rich and compact design is
interoperable with all Tieline IP codecs and compatible over SIP with all EBU N/ACIP Tech
3326 and 3368 compliant codecs and devices.
Configurable through an embedded HTML5 Toolbox Web-GUI interface, the Gateway can
also interface with the TieLink Traversal Server for simpler connections and is fully
controllable using Tieline’s Cloud Codec Controller.
See the Tieline Gateway at the Tieline booth in Hall 8, Booth E74 at IBC. To make an
appointment with Charlie Gawley email c.gawley@tieline.com.au. For more information visit
www.tieline.com.
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About Tieline
Tieline manufactures the world’s leading STL, audio distribution and remote broadcast digital audio
codecs. Tieline also revolutionized newsgathering with the Report-IT Enterprise codec app for
smartphone reporting applications. The company has won numerous awards for innovation in
technology and thousands of customers around the world rely on Tieline codecs every single day for
reliable broadcast solutions. The company has offices in North America and Australia, supporting a
global distribution network spanning the Americas, Europe, UK, Africa, Asia, Middle East and
Australasia.
Tieline Technology, Tieline Technology logo are trademarks of Tieline Research Pty Ltd.
Other trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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